## MARCH 2021 CALENDAR

### Women’s History Month

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| MARCH 1    | 5PM - 7PM: BLACK & LATINX @ HOPKINS STATE OF AFFAIRS  
REGISTRATION LINK: bit.ly/BLXStateOfAffairs | Sponsored by Black & Latinx Experience Workgroup, Office of Multicultural Affairs, and Women & Gender Resources |
| MARCH 2    | CHECK OUT INSTAGRAM FOR UPDATES: @JHUHSC @HOPKINSFEMINSTS                                           |                                                                        |
| MARCH 8    | 6PM - 7:00PM: WINGS MENSTRUAL CARE PACKAGE EVENT  
CHECK OUT INSTAGRAM FOR UPDATES: @WINGSJHU | Assembling menstrual care packages to be donated to shelters and community organizations in Baltimore |
| MARCH 12   | 6PM - 8PM: WOMEN AND RELIGION: HSC & HOPFEMS  
CHECK OUT INSTAGRAM FOR UPDATES: @WGR_JHU | The Hindu Students Council and Hopkins Feminists talk about the intersection between gender and spirituality |
| MARCH 12   | 6PM - 7PM: OMA’S NIGHT OF APPRECIATION  
CHECK OUT INSTAGRAM FOR UPDATES: @JHUOMA_ | The Office of Multicultural Affairs celebrates the contributions of women and non-binary folks |
| MARCH 13   | 1PM - 4:15PM: MEN AND WOMEN OF COLOR SYMPOSIUM  
CHECK OUT INSTAGRAM FOR UPDATES: @JHUFLOC @JHU_Mocha | Female Leaders of Color and Men of Color Hopkins Alliance host workshops surrounding career decision making, intersectionality, and connecting locally |
| MARCH 16   | 7PM - 8:30PM: TRANSFORMATIVE JUSTICE WEBINAR  
CHECK OUT INSTAGRAM FOR UPDATES: @JHUSARU | Sexual Assault Resource Unit and others invite Spring Up, a non-profit helping set up transformative justice practices for gender-based violence |
| MARCH 25   | 6:30PM - 8:30PM: CONVERSATIONS IN MEDICINE: MENTAL HEALTH AWARENESS  
CHECK OUT INSTAGRAM FOR UPDATES: @WPHLS | Hosted by Women’s Pre-Health Leadership Society |
| MARCH 26   | 6PM - 7:30PM: VOICES OF COLOR SYMPOSIUM  
CHECK OUT INSTAGRAM FOR UPDATES: @JHUVOC | Hosted by Women & Gender Resources and JHU Voices of Color Student Committee |

### ONGOING

- **WOMEN’S LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE: STRONGER TOGETHER**  
  March 8 - March 26 | Hosted by the Women of Hopkins Affinity and the Johns Hopkins Alumni Association | GET SPONSORED BY AN ALUM HERE | REGISTER HERE

- **SUPPORTING WOMEN AND GENDER EQUITY AWARD**  
  NOMINATE HERE by March 12
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